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"Two or three hundred of us
held the car for four days. During
the four days, the Greeks, the
fraterni1ty jocks, would come down
from their houses on the hill and
tht·ow eggs and fight with us.
"Eight hundred to a thousand
cops finally came with their tear
gas and guns and it was pretty
obvious we wouldn't win so we
negotiated, or gave up. Face facts,
they have ~the jets and we had
the rocks.
The administration finally lift,
ed its ban on free speech and
everyone kind of drifted away

from the movement. Then a few
of us sat in at one of the halls,
protesting a ban on rallies and
they brought in the Oakland pol·
ice. These cops had been waiting
years to bust a few heads. They
were Oakland police that are no·
torious for their brutality. They
provea themselves. They came in
and really busted a lot of people.
They ripped girls' dresses and
really broke a lot of heads ...
The movement is now fighting
an enttrenched racism that's na·
tionwide. For a long while we
believed that we could really ac·
complish everything if we just
changed the laws but it's so bad
I am not entirely sure whether
America is not prepared to com·
mit genocide on the Negro com·
munity. The only thing I am not
sure that has saved this from
happening is the white student

14 students busted in picket
editorial employees,
of the Toronto Newspa' have been on strike at
1miner since November 2.
Ild is seeking a one year
offi.'ring $150 per week

tton.

us suggested that they reconsider.
They said they wouldn't. We suggested we would then have to
take their police cruiser. They
didn't seem to like that but since
we outnumbered them, they didn't
seem too interested in making a
big thing out of it.

was cut in favour of

The general quality

Picketers attempted to restrict
entrance to the building. A!l times
over 40 police officers were on
hand to see that Thomson's legal rights we1:e protected. Scuf·
fles occurred when police attempted to disperse the pickets.
Students attempted to restrain
trucks from entering the parking lot of the building. Police
knocked students to the ground
and some fell in front of the
trucks. One Guild member said
"if the tires of the <truck had not
spun on the ice, some students
might have been crushed."
Two girls were hospitalized.
One girl was knocked unconscious when picketers attempted to
restrain the day editor from en·
tering the building.
The girl said the editor knocked
her to the ground during the
scuffle.
The Guild is considering pres·
sing charges on behalf of the in·
jured girl.

~1cket

lines Friday.
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That afternoon William McKelvey, a printer, was charged with
creating a disturbance. Witnesses
to the incident said McKelvey

was sympathetic with the cause
of the Guild and was standing
with the pickets discussing the
issue. A scab printer who had
entered the building earlier in the
day stood at a second floor win·
dow and taunted McKelvey fOr
honouring the picket.
McKelvey decided to enter the
building to "debate" the issue
with his fellow employee.
Students said as he moved towards the building, five officers
converged on McKelvey, and
knocked him "unconscious" to
the ground. Police claim he was
mistaken for a picketer. The
Guild has requested AttorneyGeneral Wishart to investigate
the actions of "certain Peterborough police officers.''
A spokesman for the Guild said
"We are overwhelmed with student participation and spirit. We
only hope that the truth of today's incidents will be disclosed
in court and that those students
who were arrested will be cleared
of their trumped-up charges.''
The paper continues to publish.
It appears the Thomson machine
may have won the dispute.
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By last June, over 66,000 students, owing a total of $60 milli<m, had ceased to be students
and were liable to stal"t repaying
their loans. Accordan.g to the department, some 4,800 were in
default and 2,<WO were deUber·
ately hoMing back.
The collection agency is re·
portedly the world's largest with
oifi~es in Canada, th·e United
States and Britain. lt proceeds
about its work as most suc.h
ag·encies do: letters, phone calls
and t,>ersonal visi:t.<>

So fa,r, nearly 500 per.~ons have
been taken to roul"t or are in
the process of j,t_
'Dhc agency has narb:bed 60 per
cent of the delinquent 2.400 who
owe a total of $2,228.000. It has
made a bundl·e in bha.t work the organizaLiJn charges 5 per
rent on debts cotlected within
the fi,rst 14 days wibh increasing
rates as time go'es by. It once
chased a debtor for 12 years.
Regulations s-tipulate repay·
ment of loans mus.t begin 6
months afte,r a st11dent leaves
w\\.ool.

movement has aotcd as a buffer
between the black community and
the white. There are enough
whites committed to die with
their black brothers that the
white communit:r is not yet pre·
pared to commit genocide.
"I know of plans that if there
is buming and killing in the
negro sections, we will feel committed to burn down the while
sections. This isn't so far-fetched
as it sounds. The police are now
armed to literally wipe out every
ghetto in every city.
"The things that are happening
at San Francisco State only point
out this kind of thing. For two or
three hours a day it's an actual
state of war. You can be just going to class and the pigs will
jump on you.
"It started out with just a few
of the blacks demanding a black
curriculum.
"The administration refused
and when the students upset some
of the classes with a sit-in the
pigs came in and really beat on
the blacks. The brutality got the
professors on the side of the
blacks as well as the white radi·
cals. What's going to happen now
I don't know. Knowing the kind
of student at San Ft·ancisco State
I'm not sure the school will even
'exist. When they get mad build·
ings just disappear.
"What's happening here?" he
asked. Someone pointed out the
apathy of students. He asked,
"Are there no issues?" In a discussion with students, Goldberg
said students had to be led
through all the liberal establish·
ment practices and shown they
don't work before you can get any
real commitment.
"What do people think of the
administration?" he asked . A student pointed out that the administration was our friend, to mild
chuckles and general agreement.
Mr. Goldberg said there was then

no chance of radicalizing anyone.
Bill Ballard pointed out many
of the things studcnb have gained
with the administration. Mr Goldberg was surprised by the student
involvement.
Paul Jones said the administration is smart. "Whenever we get
demands together they manage
token change that pacifies any
radical development on this cam·
pus."
"Aren't you bothered about
American colonization of Canada?
Why aren't you upset ahoul having 80% of your economy owned
by the U.S.?"
Ballard said we'd still be driv·
ing chuckwagons if it weren"t for
the U.S. "Are you going to ask
people to give up $7,500 a year to
drive a chuckwagon?"
Some people said the U.S. did
not really have any say in our
policies.
"If you went against them
you'd fiind out how much they
had to say," said Goldberg.

A student pointed that if the
U.S. did that we could live on
Ballard's money.

Ballard said students in On·
tal'io should work wath the U of
1' radicals. ''Everyone follows the
U of T. These radicals just aren't
logical in their methods."
Goldberg said, "You can get
hung up on being logical. I'd trust
my guts and heart before my
head. A radical who only follows
his guts isn't worth a shit. A radi·
cal that follows only his head
isn't worth a shit. It's got to be
both."
Goldberg, a recent graduate of
the Rutgers Law school was asked
why he went to school.
"I'm glad I studied law," he
said. "It teaches you discipline
and the movement is also going
to need its lawyers. Change takes
a commitment that lasts a life·
time."

Winter Carnival gets liquor
Th<' recommcnd·ation of President's Council requesting that alcohol be allowed a·t biLe Mardi
Gras dance during Winter earnivai has been accepted by the
Executive of the Board of Govet•nors. This recomme·ndation was
areepted in principle wrbh the
reservati<on that the President's
Council will review thi'S decision
in the light of the condittons for
control of the liquo·r.
Billy Ballard. Pre.sident of Students' Council, saad this sets a
precedent on campus. "It's up to
the students now to shO<w enough
re-sponsibility to handle this on
campus."
"Thi·s s'hould excHc tlhe ~tu
den·ts. T>hey seem w g'e't more
excited about their social lives
th>an s3cial justice."
When asked if he fore~aw a
pub on c3mpus, he said, "It's

What I'd like to see. I think it's
an insult for a stuJent lo have
to drink at the Waterloo. I don't
think there should be liquor in
residence. It would be tO<:> hard
to regula·!e. The pub cou.Jd also
pay for lhe expense-s of th.... Student Union ."
Ballard said. "Control should
not be difficult at the Maroi
Gras. If we can satisfy the Liquor
C 10 n t r o 1 Board, ill &hould be
enough control."
'Dhis is the first time liquor
has been served at a university
event. Control ~houid not be any
troubl~. said Ballard.
"We have been working with
the Winter Carnival CommiHee,
a subcommittee of C<ouncil on
this. We feel there is no reason
for this to fail at this event.''
He added iC control works het'C
it ~hould be mu~\\ ea;;\.~-c a\. \;ma,\.
ler events.
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reoo er to act
ung newspaper reporter

nearby city of Galt is
amferred temporarily to
!erborough E x a m i n e r
be will serve as a strike·lberstadt, Preston bureau
of the Galt Repord \londay he is consideroffer by the Thomson or·

~ember

ganization to work for a short
period of time in an editorial
capacity on the strikebound
Examiner.
He said the Thomson organization has offered to pay all his
expenses, including travel and
room and board, for the duration
of his stay in Peterborough.
Halberstadt said while not en-

hy Forum adopted
Harbt was 1n favor of 4Jhe propJ>Sal beeause ".firstly, it gives

courses, a proposa.l to
a Philosophy Forum and
>tudents participation in

affaics was discussproposal which came out or

Session" \II here the
tenPd to student suggesns aecepted with .few
udents were elected to
bcommittees: curriculum,
studies and library. Of
students, three students,
eaeh subcommitte·e, will
vote on the Department
whtch makes all final

J. Little, chairman of
De par t m e n t said,
j)ppartment is going further
y other to involve stua responsible way."
Joel Hartt of the Philos()ment said he was "exthe proposal's ac"The proposal is not
he said. "but it is a
·p. We will o~ntinually
eye to reviewing it.''

students a voioe and a vote and
secondly. the Pb~losophy Forum
will be created, which is a new
ste•p."
The Philosophy Forum is to
consist of "all instructors (fulltime and part-time) in philosophy
and all those officially registered in honours philosophy and
philosophy combination or philosop•hy majors and a.Jl other students currently enrolled or who
have taken or are taking a phil·
osophy course at WLU beyond
and including Philos~phy 20; all
other cunently enrolled students,
provided they have taken or are
taking any phil-osophy course at
WLU, any a·ttend me-etings of
the Phil()S()phy Fontm with voice
but no vote."
The forum was described as a
decision-making body ~n that it
e 1 e c t s representatives to the
Dept. Council and can squash any
subcommittee proposals.
A moderab()r and secretary or
tlhe forum were also elected.
It was stressed that the pro·
posal was an "experiment" and
that it was open to modifications.:

•

as sea 1n eterborough stri
gaged in active reporting at the
Examiner, he will be working at
the editorial desk writing headlines and editing copy.
He is presently employed as a
sports writer and columnist in
the Preston section of the Galt
Reporter, which was one of the
first papers to be brought under
Thomson control during the
1940s.
"I'm a little hesitant about
crossing the picket lines, but I
don't think I'll have any trouble,"
he said.
"I think it will be a good
change for me and it should be
an interesting experience."
The controversial Peterborough
strike began several weeks ago
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from the University of Waterloo
have been arrested.
Most Thomson papers, and especially the Galt Reporter for
which Halberstadt writes, are
typified by incredible numbers
or factual and typographical errors, sloppy writing and editing,
a gross imbalance in favor of advertising, poor quality newsprint
and horrendous layouts.
Halberstadt's uncle happens to
be no less th<~n Mayor Harry Halberstadt of Preston and his direct
superior on the Galt Reporter is
Don Mullan, chairman of the
Preston board of education and
recently-elected representative on
the new Waterloo County board
of education.

Young Socialists form at WLU
The Young Soc1al1st Club of
Water 1 o o LLtbheran University
wa:s offidally formed Wednesday
night.
This meeting came only two
weeks before the Socialist Student Conference bo be held at
Hart House, University of Toron·
to.
The Young Socialist Club is
one of thirty-two groups which
have organized mobilization in
Toronto against the war in Vietnam. Its history goes back to
1960, before which there was no
real socialist youth movement.
'l1he organizati~n workli on the
principle of democratic centralism . It con-siders the International
Workers of the World as a
"harmless joke," as they never
build a political arm. The IWW
only deals with problems of a
restricted nature (wages, etc.)
and is oot able to take on a C()m·
plex system such as ca·pilalism,
said members of the new WLU
club
They al~o see the New Democratic Party as a start in the
break of the worker from bourgeois polilics . It is felt tha-t students' interest can best meet the
purpose of the worker on the

A pla·ce
for Strax

Anybody got a nickel?

when the editorial staff walked
out over a wage dispute.
Since taking over the Examiner
last spring, the publishers, controlled by Canadian-born Lord
Thomson of Fleet, have tried to
stifle all attempts by their staff
to gain a decent living salary.
On most Thomson controlled
dailies, the beginning weekly salary for a cub reporter is about
$60. On the Examiner, the publishers were offering $117 weekly
for a reporter with six years experience, a decrease from the
$120 which was the standard rate
before the paper was bought out.
The strike has been marked by
a number of isolated incidents of
violence, in which several pickets

In an interview, Ray Koenig,
head of the Phy~ic,S Dept. at
WLU, said "if Norman Strax was
competent' and worth having on
the staff" he would recommend
him to the administration."
Norman Strax the controversial
nuclear phycisist at the University of New Brunswick (UNB)
was sent lo jail for 30 days for
v~~lating an injunction banning
him from the UNB campus.
Koenig said "even though he
might recommend Strax to the
administration they might feel
he would be politically un~table
for the campus."
"Democracy," he said, "often
will not right the unjust wrongs
it has performed and a person dedicated to a cause could
quite conceivably do something
to make democracy better."
Koenig said the Booz-Allen
Hamilton report the Science Dept.
has neither been abolished or expanded ."
Koenig would not comment on
whether the department would be
expanded till he received more
inflAI'ma.Uou.

political scene by fighting against
bourgeois state.
The Young Socialists support
the Peterborough strike in spirit,
but not in body.
This organization has close
ties with the Stude11ts for a Democratic Society in Germany which
The Young Socialists have playis a socialist movemenl
ed an important role in the high
schools. They were the first to
get into the Toron-to high schools,
beginning about 1966, by organizing against the war in Vietnam.
In Sarnia at Castle Frank High
School, the high school students
demonstrated.
Many high schools are not YS
dominated, but the influe-nce is
there. Literature is passed out,
speakers are present. and there
is a great response.
The YS must be careful, 1ihey
said. as high school students are
easily victimized. The example
was cited of an incident involving the Ontario Union of Students. The OUS got the Castle
Frank students involved prematurely without any organizatiJn
or basis of support. The students
were left holding the bag.
High school students were also
threatened with expulsion for in·
fluencing fellow students witl1
petitions. One principal said he
had the pref!o•galivc to expell
students for being political. Later,
he apologized.
Young Socialists say one main
thing university ·students should
be doing is organizing high school
students to make them p3litical.
Then by the time they get to
univet·sity, they'll be militant,
The club in Toronto is trying

'll

to get a conference of high school
students next year to organize
!high schoolers.
At WLU the Young Socialists
are headed by Dave Smith, elected Chair·man in the Wednesday
night meeting. Present were the
Chairman from the University
of Waterloo group, Gordon Doctorow and Canada's ExecutiveSeeretary, Gary Porter.
The movement is fairly strong
in the United States (especially
on l\he lal·ger campuses), in British Columbia, the Maritimes, and
Ontario. There is a counterpart
in Quebee. In the States, H is
the Young Socialist Alliance.
headed by Carol Litman.
This group at WLU will not
be dogmatic about Qbservance of
a constitution. It is more interested in carrying out concrete
actions and educational functions
to promote revolutionary socialism among students. One of the
main functions will be the rapid
distribution of literature as situations occur.
To educate the students properly in revolutionary socialism,
the peo,ple involved hope to have
guest speakers, literature tables,
and recognition as a club. There
will be a meeting Monday regarding YS support of the boycott of
Califomia grapes. Its support of
this action is "financial, moral,
and physical" said one member.
As far as possible. the YS
group is to be a part of all radical groups on campus, and will
try to act as an effective leade-rship. said Doctorow. He feels
there arc g!Jod possibilitie-s f·O!r
the gl'owth of such a movement
on the WLU campus.

•
Conference draws maJor
According to Ed Aunger, organizer of the conference to discuss CUS, every major university
in Canada will be represented.
He said only the University of
Saskatchewan isn't coming.
Accommodation for the affair is
stm a problem said Aunger. "We
tried to get West Hall for the
three day conference, but they
refused to let us. If we can't get
any other place we will have to
rent a motel."
A motel would cost Council
$3,500. There will be over 75 delegates.
Aunger said both the new
union idea and the revitalizing of
CUS will be discussed. "I personally would like to see a new
union," he said.

AND

Us

Papers will be presented by the
different delegates on CUS and
a new union. The WLU Council
has papers written on the rcpresentivity of CUS and how CUS
is financed
John Bergsma, the new President of Waterloo's Federation,
said he would represent the University of Waterloo. There is to
be a referendum on CUS next
January at U of W.
Two delegates from CUS are
coming to the conference with
two members from UGEQ.
Aunger said the administration
has offered reduced food prices
in the Torque Room for the conference. It has also made up the
usual conference packets for the
delegates with maps and infor·
mation.
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The CORD welcomes letters
from students, faculty and members of the Administration, but
please remember these · things:
All letters must include your
name, add'ress, faculty and year
or position_ Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
a good reason. The editors reserve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
if possible, and submitted to the
CORD office no later than Mon·
day afternoon.

Selfish students

Alcohol is the start
, The staid old walls of Lutheranism and Victorianism
are slowly being beaten back by the leaders of WLU.
There is a great possibility that the Winter Carnival
will be able to have alcohol on campus for the affair.
This is a precedi)Ilt for the Presidents Advisoey Council
and the WLU campus. If the problem of control can be
overcome, we may see alcohol made something of an
everyday event here.
· This is not surprising to us. Trhere has been drinking
going on in the residences and at the different events
since the university began. Now it is being made legal.
This had to come if the mov~ to liberalize the school
was to be complete in any way. But it is only a start.
, Since the President's eouncil has had its reeommendations accepted at the Board level we would think this
a precedent. It is one we hope the President will realize
and continue to build on.
Through his Council, his position can ma-d e a powerful and useful force. It is this person that can know what
goes on at the university and aot effectively. It is also
mistaken judgment to think that the capitalists who
hardly ever see the school can effectively pass judgments on the everyday operation of the school and on
the stud~mts.
We hope that President Peters will continue to look
upon his Council as the body of most importance and
the onl1y one from which decisions affecting the university can be made. Th.e Board of Governors is no longer
capable of understanding (if it ever did) the students
or the operation of the university.
We trust him to make the President's position more
than that of a puppet. In our opinion Dr. Peters must
do this before he considers leaving the post. No one
~mows who may follow him.

All the best
h Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. You're going
•nome soon, away from the fun and games of WLU and
away from the little minds of the Torque Room and
,Pining Hall and the pub.
You will get on the bus or train, or in the car with
)'our most important possessions and your thoughts o:f
exams, essays, loans and presents. No one will blame
you, the elite of society, if you don't have great thoughts
or open minds. Everyone is like that. No one will blame
you.
Why should you care if a man will spend the pagan
festival of Christmas l~ing in a doorway drunk, without
love or reason?
Why should you care that a woman with three or four
children will be coming home Christmas morning after
prostituting herself to make some kind of a special day
for her kids?
Why should you care if a race of people in cells called
reservations will be trying to get rid of the dirt and
darkness, brought by the white man, before sitting down
to a meal that does not differ from the meal they had
the day before, or will have the day after?
Why should you care if thousands are dying the world
over, not because they don't have turkey or wine, but
because they don't have milk and bread?
Why should you, the educated elite and the leaders
of tomorrow, care?
You will probably forget this after you read it. You
can't do anything about it, so why should you care?
Yes, have a Merry Christmas. Go skiing, give gifts,
get drunk and have a good time. Those other f\celess
people don't care about you, so forget them.
- --,
Besides, what could you do if you wanted to?
'

Merry Christmas
100 proof

Dear Sir:
I should like to argue with the
premises of last week's lead edi·
torial concerning the proposals by
which the General Programme
might be changed.
What bothers me very greatly
about some of the arguments raised by students in particular is
that they seem based largely upon
selfishness. I think you can understand a little my anxiety in this
regard when you consider that a
highly unusual situation has
arisen in which the people who,
in three years, are going to be
awarded a prize in the form of
a degree insist upon determining
what they must do for that prize.
(I won't argue here about calling
the B.A. a prize: there should be
no need to point out that university is only one means of educat·
ing, and probably not the best,
and that most people choose this
means because of the B.A. at the
end of it.) It is natural to expect
that anyone who is going to lay
down requirements for himself is
going to be tempted to go easy
on himself. The fact that a call
for freedom from obligations
seem at the heart of some students' arguments makes these arguments just a little suspect.
Surely there must be other arguments for wanting to throw off
restriction. If "freedom" is the
only criterion for education then
it would seem that the area of
greatest freedom would lie outside the university entirely.
But I think there are other arguments, and I think too that they
tend to bear against any move
toward more freedom. To determine the requirements of a general university education the first
step must surely be to say what

!'

'l

a liberal arts education is conceived to be. For myself (and I
wish the more effusive students
would start saying "for myself"
more frequently and let the
others speak for themselves when
they feel they want to), I see a
general university education prin·
cipally in terms of breadth. Any
university student interested in
studying relatively deeply in a
limited area can choose one of
the Honours courses; every department has one or two to offer.
I am hesitant to call some of
these Honours courses education:
they are often just training but that's another argument. The
point is that it is rather to the
General Programme that I look
to find the breadth of subject
matter which I consider to be an
essential part of a liberal arts
education. You may argue that
the Renaissance ideal of total absorption of knowledge is long
beyond possibility, and I would
certainly agree; even the Honours
courses claim to be only the most
tentative introduction to a single
subject. This underscores another
principle, that it is not matter
but rather manner that must be
the main object of university teaching. Studying is a discipline,
and virtually every subject of the
full curriculum offers a different
type of discipline. The discipline
of the historian is different from
that of the psychologist, and the
discipline of a physicist is not
that of a philosopher. The only
goal that the best General Programme in liberal arts can set itself is to expose the student to as
broad a range of discipline as
possible within the arbitrary limit of 15 or 16 courses. This is not
a training for any specific job in
society: the university has no obligation to society but to return
to it individuals who have voluntarily taken a three-year holiday
in order to start to learn how to
think and to appreciate reality in
a number of ways.
The last stage in my argument
is possibly the most tenuous. You
may agree with me to this point,
but still see no need for compulsion. Students, you may say,
should be mature enough to find
this "best" programme for themselves without any list of obligatory courses or, in the case of the
proposal of the General Programme Committee, of obligatory
areas. To this I would answer:
Maybe yes, maybe no. Those who
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professor challenges Richard Nixon
Richard M. Nixon, President-elect
Nixon for President Committee
East Whittier Blvd.
California

Mr. Nixon:
I have just read on the front page of the
IL1tchener- Waterloo Record (Kitchener,
o, Saturday, December 7, 1968)
e government of South Vietnam has
agreed to join the expanded Paris
talks. Certainly, this is an encouragelopment, but, on the same page
newspaper, I find extremely distresnews: "Radio Hanoi charged today
U.S. warplanes bombed an agricultur~~~rative and a hamlet in North
Dec. 3, killing more than 30
Vietnamese . . . American planes
made s-even bombing raids against
North Vietnamese provinces since
1 and artillery and naval guns have
81 rounds at targets in the Vinh
':nh area ... U.S. headquarters said three
.;gnificant incidents occurred in the south"fi portion of the DMZ Friday when
American artillery silenced a machine•m emplacement and pounded two North
"ietnamese troop positions in the zone."
According to U.S. News and World Reort (December 9, 1968; pp. 23-24), the
\'ietnam war will eat up 28 billion dollars
·1s fiscal year. Are you looking for bet1rways to use this money? What are your
;tns for de-esealation in 1969? Lyndon
'1hnson has warned, "We must expect
•Jth hard bargaining and hard fighting
~ the days aher.d." Are you prepared
this fight? In the past, you have left
vague the precise foreign-policy
which you might pursue, although
oOU have made it quite clear that caution,
eadiness, efficiency and discretion shall
e your Administration. What
~1le do you believe the U.S. should play
a; the Paris peace talks? Do you plan to
r:~'e Saigon a favorable treatment? Do
1u plan to demand a reciprocal withlrawal of all foreign troops from South
\'ietnam - and from neighboring Laos
1:.d Cambodia? Do you believe that a
oalition government is the ultimate aner? Js it likely that the Thieu regime
rill accept it'!
Have you considered the possibility of
~alling large numbers of combat troops
frnm South Vietnam? It is really necessary
fnr the U.S. to act as a global policeman?
~any Americans believe that if we lose
Vietnam to the communists, we will have
fight them on our own shores. In real:ty, neither of the two major communist
powers, Russia or China, has troops sta:ioned anywhere outside her borders. The
rnited States, on the other hand, has
n

nearly 800 thousand troops stationed in
Vietnam and in half a dozen countries
around China. Basically, I agree with Edwin 0. Reischauer, former U.S. ambassador to Japan, who believes that U.S.
involvement in Vietnam was founded on
a tragically mistaken fear of communist
expansionism in Asia. He states: "Asian
countries cannot be c o n t r o I I e d from
abroad, even through Communism or any
other ideology" (Newsweek, December 9,
1968; p 33). Although he warns against
a preeipitous withdrawal of American
troops which might look like a "sellout,''
Reischauer indicates that it is a "national
imperative" for the U.S. to extricate itself
from Vietnam "within a year or at the
most two."
In my opinion, far too many American
politicians and diplomats are so concerned
about saving face that they ignore the
fact that the rice paddies of Vietnam
have been inundated with priceless blood
from California, Iowa, Georgia and Pennsylvania. It has been estimated that over
sixteen thousand Americans have died so
far in the war and that the government
is spending more than seven million dollars each day on bullets and shells alone.
Napalm, a fire-bomb made of jellied gasoline, is used in many of the attacks.
The San Francisco Chronicle (November
17, 1965) describes one of the mistakes
in which American troops have felt the
napalm:
An American fighter bomber had
misjudged the communist positions,
and dropped a load of napalm.
The flaming jellied gasoline, impossible to shake or scrape off once it
hits the skin, splashed along the
ground in a huge dragon's tail of fire
less than 25 yards away.
Two Americans stumbled out of the
inferno. Their clothes were incinerated . . •
Many groups are now boycotting the
Dow Chemical Corporation, the leading
manufacturer of "new, improved" Napalm-B which is said to be superior in
"adhesion." Many Americans (and Cana~
dians) refuse to buy Dow's household product, Saran Wrap.
Frankly, I was surprised to learn that
you - together with Admiral Arthur B.
Radford and Secretary of State John Foster Dulles - advocated sending American
boys to Vietnam in 1954 in order to stave
off the impending French defeat. The
French had been humiliating the Vietnamese people and exploiting the countrty's
rubber and rice since the 1880's. I cannot
understand why the United States gave
France over two billion dollars (Senat{)r

Hartke of Indiana said that the exact figure was $2.6 billion) in support of the
war.
According to the Geneva Agreement,
there was supposed to be an election in
1956 to reunify Vietnam under whatev;er
government was freely chosen by the peo-ple. However, the U.S. was not willing to
risk a free election, because it was thought
that the population would vote for the
Communist Ho Chi Minh as their leader.
U.S. le·aders dedded to install Ngo Dinh
Diem, a Vietnamese aristocrat who had
been living in the state of New York, as
the new ruler of South Vietnam. He
swiftly proceeded to cancel the free election promised for July, 1956, and he turn~ ed out to be one of the most cruel and
corrupt leaders of modern times. Jean
Lacouture reported on the treatment received by many students in Diem's jails:
Many had been forced to drink
soapy water until they had suffered
internal damage. At the detention
camp in Le Van Quich forty prisoners
at a time were thrown into a cell in
the hot sun. Others had their nails
torn out; still others were blinded.
What so many Americans fail to realize
is that the resistance to Diem's reign of
terror began in South Vietnam. The news·
papers have often led the people to believe
that the rebellion represented North Vietnam's effort to conquer South Vietnam.
Cornell Professors George Me T. Kahin
and John Lewis believe that the fighting
"was undertaken by Southerners at their
own - not Hanoi's - initiative." In 1966
Secreta!'ly of State Rusk admitted "that
80 percent of those who are called Viet
Cong are or have been Southerners."
Although I have not said everything I
would like to say on the Vietnam situation,
I feel that it is time that I bring this letter
to a close. I am an American who has
chosen to live in Canada, and, although
I am not a draft-dodger, I admire those
young men who refuse to be conscripted
on the grounds that their country is committing crimes against humanity. As a
Lutheran teacher, I wholeheartedly support the recent stand taken by the Lutheran Church of America with regard to the
right of the individual to decline to participate in acts which he considers to be
morally and legally wrong.
Do you think it is time for the United
States to make restitution in Vietnam?
Instead of guns, could not the American
government provide the Vietnamese peo·
pie with food, machinery and generous
technical and economic assistance?
Awai!ing the favor of your kind reply,
Yours smcerely,
THOMAS E. ALEXANDER.

CAMPUS SOUND-OFF

Shane Belknap
Dorri Murdoch

Do you care about Christmas?

~- ....

Obo
Menka

Moish
Chaimovitz

Dave
Hoffman

Arts I
I know someone
who doesCharrlie Brown cares
aoout Christmas.

Hon. Bus. I
As long as it comes
every day and we get
a Chanukarh bush.

Psych II
Not much! It's a
waste of time,
money and effort.

..
Maggie
Gargett
Arts II

It's a titnJe when
famih-es get together
and they find out what
they really mean to
eaoh other,

Michael
Steven
Shaw
Arts II
Ohristmas

means
Mi.ami Beach.

Life 2 ~ months
Piss on it!

hy hermlnlo

Did The
Gods
ComeF om

Space?

. .. it would have filled the prophets
with awe.

The recent success of the three man
has caught our attentlon. At the same
astronomers suspect that human life ma1
exist on other planets in the universe.
a supercivilization from outer space
visited our earth?

Witches are not burn~d anymore as they were in
medieval times. Magici-ans have lost their influence <m
the clouded minds of that time. The 'Zeitgeist', or way
of thinking, is broadening as we get used to jetplan~s,
satellites and, now, preparing for a landing on the moon.
We are in a time of acceptance. No wonder we are not
surpdsed when TIME magazine says "Astronomers
suspect that life may indeed be common in the universe,
its higher centers may be trying to commu:Qicate with
man's young civilization on the earth." These astronomers talk a bout a supercivilization which sends signals
to the earth by means of vast amounts of energy.
About one decade ago mysterious crafts were seen
which are known as fl'Ying saucers. Whether these crafts
were visitors from outer space is not clearly proven.
However, some of these mysterious saucers were seen
from planes, others by observers on the ground; a number of them were picked up on radar screem;. Those
making the report.<; included various seasoned observers
·- trackers of guided missiles, Air Force pilots, air traffic
controllers and ·weather Bureau observers. The saucers
were sighted in many different parts of the world,
particularly in the desert area of the Southwest USA .
In December 1949 the US Air Force report discussed
the motive of possible visitors from space. "Such a civilization might observe that on earth we now have atomic
bombs and are fast developing rocket.<;. In view of the
past history of mankind, they should be alarmed. We
should therefore expect at this time above all to behold
such visitations."
Are visits from outer space really something new?
Or did perhapR our ancestors know about the fly ing
saucers?
In the legends of t h e Eskimos it is said that people
in the "beginning of the time" have been carried to the
north by "big metallic birds." The Maya-Indian of Central-America talked in their sacred "Popol Yuh" about
a "leader race" which came to teach the Indians "many
sacred things". The beanled gods came from the sky
and later disappeared into the sky. The Bhagvad Gita
(Indian sa!1skrit scripture), one of the oldest writings
talks about "disks surrounded bv flames". Legends and
sacred books of the old culture~ tell about "gods who
came from the stars" or "sons of the sun" who travelled
in barqueR along- the sky. Even our Bible talks about an
alloy which had to be prepared for the gods in "immeaRurable amounts".
Could it be a coincidence that in different parts of
the world pe01)le talked about the ."gods"'? Let us suppo:-~e there was a highly developed civilization from
outer ::;pace on earth, perhaps 1000-6000 years ago. Let
us suppose the visitors had helicopter, jetplanes. flying
saucers and rocketR. How impressive must the technology
of the 'isilors to the technically primitive people at that
time?
To a man, who \\Tote the Bible, the sound of a jetplane must have heen like the "rustle of man~' waters
and the rolling of loud thunder". The take-off of a big
rocket would have been described as a big trumpet.
"And the first one blew his trumpet. ,And there occurred a hail and fire mingled with blood, and it was hurled
to the earth . . . "
Let us suppose the visitors from space had a whole
city installed with electric lights. How would our an-
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"And the first one blew his trumpet. And there occurred a hail and
fire mingled with blood, and it hurled to the earth ..."
is best seen in the urgency with which the spacecraft
project<! are pushed ahead. The world's most spectacular
display of our modern scientific and_ technological progress is taking shape today at Cape Kennedy, Florida.
What is going on there would have filled the prophets
in Biblical times with awe. 6000 years ago the Round of
launching a rocket mugt have been like the "rustle of
many waters and the rolling of loud thunder. And hail
and f.ire mingled with blood is hurled to the earth."
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These rockets must have come from the godR! How
else could the people have explained theRe technological
phenomena? Today we accept modern science, but what
do we believe about religion? Is religion today an institution of adorers of a super-ch-ilization which we have
mistaken for godR? Is our Church an aged inRtitution
that urgently needs an injection of the findings of modern science and technology? This question still remains
open.
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A TO Z RENTAL CENTER
184 Weber Street North
Waterloo, Ontario
Phone: 578-3870

FAMOUS FOR CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISI!il

by Kyr• Kristensen

PLACEMENT

The following companies will be present on campus during the
next few weeks. Prospective graduates who wish to have an ap.
pointment with one or more of the company representatives are
requested to arrenge an appointment through the Plecement
Office, and l"ve one copy of their resume sheet et the Plece"'*nt Office •t l"st one day prior to the interview dete.

December 9th to 17th
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Appointments wi11 be made by the Public Service
Oommission writing tM student.

December 16th
PROCTOR

& G~BLE

December 17th
PROCTOR & GAMBLE

January 8th
R.C.M.P.

January 8th
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION -

Mr. Jack Rose

January 9th
DOMINION LIFE -

Mr. OHle

January 10th
ONTARIO HYDRO

January 13th
NORTHERN LIFE INS. -

Mr. Anderson

January 15th
CARNATION CO. LTO.- Mr. Robert Shaw

January 15th
Mr. A. E .

UNIROYAL -

J~h!llSOn

January 15th
ASSOCIATES FINANCE & INVESTMENT
Mr. J . Grisbrook

January 16th
CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK OF COMMERCE

January 16th
ZURICH INS. CO. -

Mr. Leidy & Mr. Donnelly

January 17th
ZELLERS -

Mr. W . R. Nobes

J&Ruary 21st
TRA YELLERS INS. CO. -

Mr. Fitzpatrick

January 27th
I.B.M. -

M'l". Winslow

January 28th
ONT. DEPT. ENERGY & RESOURCES,
MANAGEMENT

January 29th
FACELLE -

Mr. Crosbie

Saturday, December seventh,
the Varsity Volleyball team played the University of Windsor in
Windsor. They won two games
by 15-9 and 15-12 and lost one
game by 15-10 in the best out of
five series. Tuesday, December
the third, they played York in
Toronto and lost.
Miss Kwasnicki, the volleyball
coach, has the ability to point out
the steps in the development of
a skill and to make the team
pull together and put forth a real
effort in their games. The volleyball team is greatly indebted for
having such a qualified coach.
December third, the WLU Varsity Basketball team played York
University in Toronto. WLU had
complete control of the game, as
they out played York University
offensively and defen~vely . WLU
won 35-25.
Friday December sixth, the
bask e t b a 11 team travelled to
Windsor University with their
first string center out with a
broken ankle and their first string
guard sick with a mild form of
pneumonia. W i n d s or, the top
team in the league, won.
Miss Brinkmann, the basketball coach, has shown superb
coaching skills. The team has nev·
er played as well.
The teams will rest until January for the debut of the home
games.
"The powder puff bowl"
Girls! Now is your chance to
show the men of this school that
you can throw your w e i g h t
around. During Winter Carnival,
the Womens' Athletic Association
will be sponsoring a "powder
puff" football game between oncampus girls, including Women's
Residence, French House and
Grad Residence and off-campus
girls, according to the support
shown for the respective teams.
Members of our champion Golden Hawks football team have offered their abilities to fill the
positions of coaches, trainers and
referees . Coach Knight has volunteered equipment if needed and
offers us his best wishes!
The game will be played the
Saturday a:Hernoon of Carnival
and at present we hope to make
it tackle football. It will be a
highlight of the afternoon's winter sports events and should be
lots of fun for those directly involved as well as for side-line
spectators.
Show us that you are interest·
ed - sign up our posters in Women's Residence or for off-campus
outside lEl. Then watch for further notice in January.

LV :IC

CAPITOL
Phone 578-3800

Phone 745-7091

Continuous From 1 :30 p.m.

Continuous From 1:30 p.m.

Continuous From 7 p.m.

ALL COLOR SHOW
The Very Sexy Movie
With The Very
Funny Title!
REX HARRISON

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
ALL COLOR SHOW
DEAN MARTIN

THE MOST DARING
PROGRAM YOU'LL
EVER SEE!

and the Jungle Boy

Bike Riding Hoodlums
•. . Flat Out On Their
Murder Cycles •••

Phone 742-0911

"A FlEA IN
HER EAR"
PAUL NEWMAN

"HOMBRE"
ADULT

Coming Soon
DEAN MARTIN
AS MATT HELM

"THE WRECKING
CREW'
COLOR -

ADULT

"SMikeCARD
STUD"
Henry Tarzan
Sun. Night, Mon., Tues.
ALL COLOR SHOW

"KING KONG
ESCAPES"
"BRIDES OF
DRACULA" ADULT

"tAOTOR PSYCHO"
2ND ACTION HIT

Licenaed Under LCBO
Take Out Orders and Reservations
Phone: 7 42-4488, 7 42-4489
Corner Weber and Bridgeport Road

Ontario and Duke Streets
Phone 742-1404

JESSOP'S cieanBrs
KITCHENI!:R / WATERLOO

WATERLOO SQUARE- Phone 743-1651

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

ART BOOKS1
Excellent as Christmas Gifts

WLU BOOKSTORE

UN IV SITY
COMM
For

ALL STUDENTS

Wednesday Night
10 p.m.

SEMINARY CHAPEL

Phone 576-1550

Continuous From 7 p.m.
"Guaranteed To Raise
Temperatures. Sex Is
Shindo's Main Objective
and He Rarely Lets
Us Lose Sight Of lt.
Shindo Is A Discerning
And Compassionate
Artisan In His Treatment
Of The Theme."
- Weiler, N.Y. Times

"BLACK TIGHT
KILLERS"
(BOTH RESTRICTED)

(RESTRICTED)

JAYNE MANSFIELD

Coming Soon

Coming Soon

"SINGLE ROOM
FURNISHED''

"3 IN THE ATTIC"

"ISABEL"

(RESTRICTED)

(RESTRICTED)

COLOR -

ADULT

"
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Cinema Scope

MORROW
CONFECTIONERY
103 University Ave. W.

by Valentine

POST OFFICI;:
Groceries - Sundries
Depot for

WEST SIDE STORY
been said of "West Side Story" that it is a
Romeo and Juliet story that also mirrors
problems brought on by juvenile gang warfare
1udden influx of Puerto Ricans into the life of
City."
as a high tragedy or as a sociological comthe film succeeds. It succeeds as a musical.
to say that because a film has singing and
is automatically a success or because "West
has twice as much music as the average
must be guaranteed for greatness. No "West Side Story" the best Hollywood
in 1969, still makes it the best in 1968.
grasps the vibrancy of the spirit of life
lets go from beginning to end. The vibr·ancy
tn the music (by Leonard Bernstein) and the
Stephen Sond·h eim). How maDly times have
songs from the musical yet they still retain
and excitement.
the music score and the lyrics in
dancing, choreographed by Jerome Robof the film. The score is in itself beautiis Robbins who has exacted the moods from
and has expressed them in the movements
- so the progression of moods and evocais through the dance choreographed to
, humour, fear, excitement, happiness and
Wise, co-director and producer, decided to
convention in the background to "West Side
with a few scenic exc·eptions, are made
ed conditions of a studio. Wise and
decided on what they t-ermed "dramaand located much of the film in an actual
actual playground in Manhattan.
bursts into action with the rhythm of
opening moments. The film begins with a
over Manhattan, capturing the draof the city. The audience through the cineis made to descend lower and lower into
of the city until the camera zooms into a
playground of focus on the snapping fingers
I.

TS

is a brief summary of the plot: Maria from
is to marry another Puerto Rican, Chino,
in Manhattan. He is a member of the
aang in fierce rivalry with the Jets. Maria
of the Jets, Tony, and falls in love with him.
kills the leader of the Sharks (played
. Out of revenge for this death and
over Maria, Chino kills Tony who
arms.
Wood as Maria is charming but somehow it
seemed ridiculous to cast a non-singer and
..n-dancer in the lead role of a musical. Richwho plays Tonw does not even have an
vitality or charm and is totally ineffective
of Tony. Rita Moreno, Russ Tamblyn and
give exciting performances. It is intert even though Rita Moreno won an
for her supporting role in "West Side
only recently that she has resumed her acting
aeems that the only roles that were offered
this film were those of the wild Latin. Her
•'"'"4'""m to this stereotype resulted in years
for her.

COMINCi
HARLEM
6l08ETROTTERS

BELMONT CLEANERS
& TAILORS
Phone 742-2016

La Vogue
La~ies'

& Sports Wear
10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT

* two
full floors of the
latest :Fashions
* the
st01re where you can
find nationally adv-ertised
items

* caterin,l:!
to the University
and business gird
IT'S SMART TO
SHOP

La Vogue

The Girls

131 King St. W.
in the heat't of dowlliOOwn
Kitchener

Photo by Smith
:~)IJQJrl)l)llti)!JIJ'I)I)I)I)IliJIJtii!Jil~JiiltJI)I)II)I»t»>llliJI~

Decisions! Decisions!
One of them should be a buying decision
As a college student, you learn to make
decisions. One of the most important
should concern life insurance ••• from
Aid Association for Lutherans. ML is
a fraternalife insurance society for
Lutherans ••• and that's a big advantage to the Lutheran student.
When it comes to life insurance,
lutheran college students get a bargain. That's because of age and good
health, and because AAL's rates are
low to begin with.
Another reason ••• lutheran students can have certain guaranteed
purchase options that assure them of
being able to buy additional insur-

ance later on regardless of health.
AAL representatives (who are Lutheran) serve all 50 states and five provinces of Canada ••• we're the largest
fraternal Hfe insurance society in
America.
Take time to talk to an AAL representative soon. Let him show you the
advantages of starting a life insurance
plan at your present age. And have him
show you how dollars saved with ML
do double-duty ••• provide protection for you while helping support
Lutheran henevolent causes. Aid Association for Lutherans, where there's

common concern tor human worth•

Theodore H. Luft Agency
86 Wedgewood Drive
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada

...

~i!:
::"$.-:

-nr

Aid Association for Lutherans
Appleton,Wisconsin
Fraternalife Insurance

'l• ?
•

a
•

7 ?•

"MAGICIANS OF BASKETBALL"
Plus The Famous GlobetroHer
ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Sat., Dec. 14th
8:00 p.m.
Reserved Seats
$3.00 and $2.50
Students $2.00 any seat
Children with adult $1.50
Tiskets on sale at
Miller's, Art's
and

745-9761

u
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No Big Thing
by John Kuti
The one thing I can sympathize with when a
chooses to live his own life and ignore an~ real
commitment is the time he gains to develop h'
tastes.
I find it almost unbelievable that so called
with the time they have to develop, never make
than expected explorations into the things around
Students I would say are notable for their lac
taste. I am not speaking of just the plastic artR.
and literature are very specialized intere~ts.
~:;- ;.
bothers me is that students have no taste in fovd.
.
%..
entertainment, in furniture, in clothes. The seve
eight girls at WUC who have excellent taste in
stand out like oases in a great desert of misshapen
biness. And among the males I keep looking for
··~
one to make me realize my own shoddy apparel.
'
P€ople here have no idea of any pleasures beyon4
most rudimentary ones. How many students even
photo by Shane
Ryerson's brilliant defense prevented
how to enjoy liquor? All most want is to be numbed
the Hawks from capitalizing on their plays.
of their dreariness.
Taste is learned and it takes time and care. T
that these middle class disciples of milque toa
have the care for even their own existence that
To all you good people
exhibit itself as anything even approximating cl
Marx was most certainly a prophet. He would, I
pose, be cheered by the classless society that
within the walls of this architectural wonder. An
STAFF
those people that have pangs for Willison Hall.I
commend the Golden Book on Buildings and !hell
preciation.
Well my little connoiseurs never let a different
cross your dishwater palates. Never look at any
ture Hugh Heffner (the boor of the nouveau ·
doesn't tell you is keen.
LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
Never forsake Gordon Lightfoot and the Fug.
your Beatles albums high and show you know the
in one little area of a broad thing called music.
Keep your mind tuned to your singular lit Ie
and think of Expo and say Canad iam; have r'a
always remember french fries.
··:

\.

, ,t

McMaster Marauders
1r defence is ncith
<>r a press, their sh o'.
is terrible, the
mostly of rook ·
from the fo.~
won the Intern
te Basketball
For the WLU
it was a lost
-ere humiliated
raudcrs on Friday
re nipped 65-63 by

ultu
by

.·•
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Season's Greetings
WLU BOOKSTORE & CAMPUS SHOP

oup 1s a reco gnition
at
mulating and
\\11 right. There is
tion that the
do. It is

hat students

Merry Christmas

Students Save 1Do/o On
·Every Purchase

THE ULTIMATE if IS ALIVE AND
HIDING IN THE SEMINARY CHAPEL
S.P.U. if

DIAMOND YOU KNOW
WHAT YOU'RE BUYING!
Buying a diamond is a serious
purchase, and we don't go for
pig-in-a-poke tactics. We help
you select the best value, tell
you exactly what you're buying,
offer you a lifetime trade-in on
the purchase of another diamond. Fair, isn't it?

MAGNIFICENTLY
MODERN

$250
I

Open a convenient budget account with us.
Take u_p to 2 years to pay.

The full purchase price of your
Walters diamond is allowed at
anytime on the trade- in of a
higher quality diamond.

Open Friday Until 9 p.m.

1S1 King West
Kitchener
Phone 744-4444
Stores in Kitchener. Galt, Guelph,
St Catharines, Brantford.

If you are intere. t d
in seeking employment upon graduation wit
a large org anization, having well developed
training programs for management and professional staff, you might like to read som~ of
the detailed information which Ontario Hyc!·
has on file in your Placement Office. We art
engaged in an expansion, through which our
present capacity of 10 million kilowatts wili be
doubled in less than 10 years through the u e
of very large nuclear and coal-fired therm.l
plantB. This program will provide a continuin
challenge in a wide range of profe:~ion~:
careers.
You will find opportunities for profes~iona
development in the areas of Personnel. F~
nance, Marketing and Computer Services bo
in the area of business systems and mathe.
matical analysis. Training based upon rota·
tional work assignments is available in each of
these areas before the selection of a fir>
regular po'lition. We are looking forward t
meeting you.
1

INTERVIEWING DATE- January 10,

196~

Employment Offictr
Professional and Management Still
Ontario Hyd"
620 University AvenUI
Toronto 2, Onbnt

Unlimited
including the
newest and
bravest. A good
selection of
fabrics, includins
deep-etched
twills, hearty
hops and classlo
flannel. And
'Ulllimited
stitched
every seam of
single-breasted
blazer.
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lutheran 'loses at MacMaster tournament
\!arauders aren't
fence is neither a
press. their sho<Jting
tcrnble, the team
mo•~ly of rookies and
·::1 the fo.J tball team
t1r. In ternational InBlskrtball Tournathc \\' LU Golden
a lost weekend.
numtliatcd 73-59 by
on Friday night
pped 65-63 by the

Genesco Knights the next evening in the consolation game.
The Hawks were simply outhustled in the game that eliminated them. Mac jumped into an
early lead but the Hawks soon
put the score on even terms by
virtue of three long jumpshots
by Chris C{)ulthard. T•h e Hawks
couldn't get organized and only
free throws and poor shooting by
the Marauders kept them in the
game. The one-point lead the

Kulture korner
by Hans De Vos

let a differen
r look at an
t h e nouveau
an d the Fu
vo u know th
called music.
sing ular littl
ians have cl

ALIVE A'

Y CHAPEl

forum on creativity
'Jdy of what you
dying in English.
recognition of the
rnts at Lutheran
and original in
There is no specith•t the group atIt is there to lisand generally aporks and ideas of
mtght not normally
with each other.
s name originated
who has
trong mterest in
ndea1·or and writes
·try himself. Mr. Uroldest member (I
certamly does a lot
members. Among
at are outlined in
are the filmi ng
poetry, workshops,
a semi-regular
possibly a "big"
and speak.
the poetry group
with its
It is surprising
the students in the
terature for their
This is basito those people to
hare their interus. It is by no
to bring materto the conversaare mterested or
poetry are most
fact we need more

members to achieve stimulation
through variety.
The meetings have generally
been held at 7:30 in the seminary.
We liberate the teacher's lounge
on the third floor every Wednesday. If this article gets you all
enthusiastic, you might have to
wait until the New Year since
most of our creativity is being
wasted on exams. Look for notices to come and then old poems
to bring. Well, that's Versus.

The animal went through the
forest
dropping toadstools and sniffing
pine-needles.
His nose sought out the area
where humans were
for he hoped to find some wise
inscriptions in the dust.
His mind felt sorry for the
animals
he had to kill by instinct for his
food.
Poor animal! He was afraid to
drink the water
For his wine-taster was eaten
just the other day.
He disappeared a week ago
because he
couldn't understand why the trees
refused to talk.
He spent long hours trying to
measure time
but his tail wouldn't wag with
regularity
and what was more his tongue
refused to gtow into
a spoon so the raindrops were
all wasted.
Poor animal! No-one even knew
he was alive ..•
His toadstools were not fit for
humans anyway.
RICHARID FOX.

Hawks had a•t the end of the
first quarter was the closest they
came to victory. Led by freshman Paul Mazza, Mac opened a
38-34 lead by half time.
Lockhart failed to rally his
charges with his half-time speech
and the Marauders widened their
lead in the third period. As the
lead slowly grew the Hawks' inexperience became obvious and
the team failed to react when
the pressure was on. Mac lead
by 20 points with six minutes remaining and successfully ragged
the ball until the bitter end.
Sandy Nixon played a great
game for the Hawks and potted
19 points but it was for a losing
cause as he was the only effective two-way threat on the team.
Mac only scored on 37 percent
of their shots but took 83 fieldgoal chances while limiting the
Hawks to only 48 tries.
Also on the opening day of
the tourney, the Fredonia State
College Blue Devils pulled away
in the final minutes to defeat
their cross-state rival Genesco
Knights 76-60.
McMaster carried its enthusiasm and momentum into the
championship game and dropped
the Blue Devils 58-55 to win the
Hamilton Police Association trophy. Once again hustle was about
the only thing the Marauders
had going for them but their efforts paid off as the much bigger
Fredonia team couldn't crack
their aggressive defensive game.
The game was close all the
way and Fredonia seemed to have
it wrapped up but missed six fr ee
throws in a row and Mac was able
to h ang on to its slim lead
Frosh John Dignan from St.
John's in Brantford was the most
impressive M a r a u d e r on the
cour>t. He not ooly came up with
most of his team"s rebo unds
against the much bigger Blue
Devils burt al'S{) cont ributed 14
points.

The Hawks won the title of the
biggest loser of the Tournament,
Mowing a six point le:IQ and the
consolation game by one basket.
Nixon again was the best of the
Hawks with 19 points and Bob
Bain hit for 15. The lead bounced back and forth throughout the
game but it appeared the Canadian Champs would take it as the
end drew near. Led by big Dick
'Voodward, however, Genesco
failed to quit and before the
Hawks knew it the score was tied
at 63 with seven seconds left on
the clock. The. Hawks were forced to turn the ball over and the
Knights guard Mike Sobczak came
up with a clutch ho<>k shot just
as the buzzer sounded.
If you like the defensive basketball the International Intercollegiate Basketball Tournament
was enjoyable. The overall calibre of play wasn't too impres-

sive, however, and unless you are
a Mac fan there was little to get
excited about. The Hawks got a
few bad breaks and had a poor
weekend in general while the
Marauders cam·e up with two
good games in a row and grabbed
the trophy. The American teams
are obviously well coached and
well- d r i 11 e d in fundamentals.
Both squads are young and
while there are no Calvin Murphy's in either line-up they have
a lot of potential and it should
be a good turney next year.
The Hawks' rookies were in no
way disgraced but obviously
wilted under the pressure in b Jth
games. A little experience should
begin to remedy the team's weak
spots and the annual trip to Western on the S a t u r d a y before
classes start after New Years
(Jan. 4) will be a good place to
start.
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in sand, brushed leather
(genuine plantation crepe soles)

Of ENGlAND

MADE IN ENGLAND

CJ)

Parr &·waller Shoes
150 King W., Kitchener

745-7124

HART SKIS
GUARANTEED FOR LIFE
No matter how young you are, all Hart skis ar e guaranteed for life,
because they last forever!
If the edges ever pull out . .. , if the steel, aluminum and fiber glass
layers ever delaminate, we'll promptly r epair the skis or cheerfully
give you a new pair absolutely FREE.

GIVE

OUR
UNLIMITED
EDITION
rnlimited colors,
Including the

newest and
bramt. A goo4
!election of
labrica, including
deep-etched
~ills, hearty
lops and classic
!anne!. And
ll!limited quality,
ltitched Into
1\'ery seam of our
lingle-breasted

llizsr,

OSS.La'%':0.
KLOPP

That's a Guarantee for Life !
As an extr a bonus, Hart skis are guaranteed against breakage for
two years.

All other companies who have a guarantee
equal or better please sign below.
1. ... .. ·-·-·-·-· · ~·-· ..... . .. · -·~·-·-·-· ~ ..... ~ •.. 3.
2. . .. ..=. ......~ r:.~... . . . .. ~

hhif4"J1 .... • :. • ....._, . . . . . J4. • •

4.

. . . . . . . . . ~· ~· - ·

..........~. ~......

• • • • • • r• :-• ro.-u;• • •

_.

. ,..~

_. . . ._. ._.l......J..•..-~•.rJt::e-&1!1

.....~·

That's right • • • there are NONE !
Try us and see • .- • most of your friends do.

RIORDAN'S SPORTING GOODS
"Your SKI Specialists"
Corner King East at ScoH

--

r....~.. ·~ .,..... .-.-..r• :-... ~·

Phone 743-4369

And an old priest said, Speak to us of Religion.
And he said:
Have I spoken of aught else?
Is not religion all deeds and all reflection,
And that which is neither deed nor reflection, but a WOR·
der and a surprise ever springing in the soul, even while
the hands hew the stone or tend the loom?
Who can separate his faith from his actions, or his belief
from his occupations?
Who can spread his hours before him, saying, "This for
God and this for mys~lf; This for my soul, and this other
for my body?"
All your hours are wings that beat through space from
self to self.
He who wears his moraHty but as his be~t garment were
better naked.
The wind and the sun will tear no holes in hil'l skin.
And he who defines his conduct by ethics imprisons hif{
song-bird in a cage.
The freest song comes not througn bars and wires.
And he to whom worshipping is a window, to open but alRO
to shut, has not :vet visited the house of his soul whose win·
dows are from dawn to dawn.
Yout• daily life is your temple and your religion.
Whenever you enter into it take with you your all.
Take the plough and the forge and the mallet and the lute,
The things you have fashioned in necessity or for delight.
For in revery you cannot rise above your achievement.1i nor
fall lower than your failures.
And take with you all men!
For in adoration you cannot fly higher than their hopes nor
humble yourself lower than their despair.
And if you know God be not therefore a solver of riddlefl.
Rather look about you and yo.u shall see Him playing with
your children.
And look into space; you shall see Him walking in the
cloud, outstretching His arms in the lighting and descending
in rain.
You shall se.e Him smiling in flowers, then rising and wav·
ing His hands in trees.
from "The Prophet"
by Kahlil Gibran

